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Chapter 45

The three cousin girls forgot to even stand up to say thank you after hearing Principal
Zhang’s words, their eyes filled with surprise and excitement.

“Thank you Headmaster Zhang, I will definitely thank you when I have time!” Haoden Ye
was heartily grateful.

“Haha, how big of a deal!” Principal Zhang waved his hand and said politely, “Since you
have something to do this afternoon, let’s eat together some other day!”

Haoden Ye nodded and sent Principal Zhang away.

When they returned to the private room, the third cousin aunt looked very embarrassed,
while the Shen family was surprised.

Haoden Ye just said that Haoden Ye was not highly educated, but as a result, he
became the academic advisor of Fu Ri University, and casually arranged the school for
the two girls of the third cousin aunt’s family.

And the third cousin aunt’s two girls were both happy and regretful in their hearts at this
time, how come they didn’t see that Haoden Ye was deep in hiding earlier and got him
first?

“Haoden Ye, what’s going on, how come you’re so familiar with President Zhang of
Fosun University!” Robert Shen was surprised to Haoden Ye.



Haoden Ye scratched his head and smiled apologetically, “Yesterday, I saw that there
was a problem with the feng shui of Fosun University and helped them solve it!”

Robert Shen came to a sudden realization, and his appearance immediately cooled
down.

As a history professor, he had also studied feng shui and didn’t think it was really useful,
what he was thinking was that Haoden Ye must have used some kind of trick to deceive
Principal Zhang.

“Haoden Ye! You should learn a little useful knowledge at a young age, never go astray,
quickly say, what method did you use to coax Headmaster Zhang!” Robert Shen
reprimanded with an icy look.

“Dad! Haoden Ye is an honest man, it’s not like you don’t know what astray he can go!”
Maya Shen was not happy to hear this, although she also felt that Headmaster Zhang
was definitely not so enthusiastic about him because Haoden Ye was capable, she
didn’t think that Haoden Ye had really used any means to deceive Headmaster Zhang.

“Exactly! Old Shen, Haoden Ye Tian Tian guards a shitty second hand shop, not to
mention lying, he would even blush if he lied, can he fool a person like Principal
Zhang?” Milda Hao was also on the side to help out.

Robert Shen thought about it and thought that Haoden Ye should just be lucky.

“Hmph, I’m just warning him, don’t lose face to our Shen family!” Robert Shen grunted,
not dwelling on the matter anymore.

“Come come come! Let’s congratulate Mei Mei and Xiao Xian, tomorrow will be a top
student of Fuxing University!” Milda Hao lifted her wine cup and smiled.



The third cousin’s family was also very happy, and they even raised their wine cups in
response, and of course their attitude towards Haoden Ye was cold again, and the
family was happy again, and no one paid any attention to Haoden Ye.

At the same time, at the entrance of Dan City Prison, Sun Yuxuan and Master Zhang
came out from inside and got into a bright Bentley car.

“Outrageous, I’m the heir of the hallowed Sun Clan, but I’ve been made such a mess by
a brat!” Sun Yuxuan clenched his fist fiercely, his eyes shining with a sinister light.

“Sun Shao, it’s all my fault for underestimating this brat!” Master Zhang looked
apologetic, and his eyes were also filled with hatred for Haoden Ye.

Sun Yuxuan admitted to his evil deeds and was arrested by the police, but with the
power of the Sun family, how could the heir of his family be allowed to stay in prison?

Sun Yuxuan’s crime was verbal blackmail without any actual action, although it led to Li
Mingyue’s suicide, the Sun family only needed a little activity and he was released the
same day, with no case record left.

“Don’t worry Sun, I’ll make sure this kid knows what’s going on!” With a cold smile,
Master Zhang.

On this side of the restaurant, the family finished their meal and came out of the
restaurant.

Just as they reached the entrance of the restaurant, a figure chased after them, and it
was the restaurant waiter.

“Sir, you forgot to take your spending gold card!” The waiter walked up to Haoden Ye
and smiled.



Haoden Ye was stunned, he didn’t have any gold card, he was busy waving his hand, “I
don’t have a card!” And when Robert Shen saw this gold card, the inside of his eyes
immediately began to glow!

The waiter smiled and said: “We at Longsheng Restaurant receive professors and
scholars from the city university, and this gold card is given to those who have
professional achievements in academics, you are recommended by President Zhang,
so the hotel will naturally give you a gold card. With this gold card, in the future, you will
get 20% off all meals here, and enjoy all kinds of priority treatment.”

Haoden Ye listened half-heartedly, took the gold card and turned it over to Robert Shen,
“Dad, you like to eat here, so this card is for you.”

Robert Shen received the golden card, and his face couldn’t help but smile.

Haoden Ye didn’t know how important this gold card was to a scholar, it was equivalent
to a kind of recognition in Dan City’s academic community.

Robert Shen had been engaged in academic research for so long, and he wasn’t even
eligible to receive this golden card.

“Little Ye, this gold card is for you, so it wouldn’t be appropriate for you to give it to me!”
Robert Shen took the golden card and looked a little embarrassed.

“We’re all family, this is a little bit of Xiao Ye’s heart, so just take it!” Milda Hao saw that
her husband liked this card very much and smiled to persuade him.

“Yes dad, what academic research can Haoden Ye do, I guess Principal Zhang gave
him the gold card because of your face!” Maya Shen also started to persuade.

Robert Shen smilingly put away the gold card, and the look in Haoden Ye’s eyes was
also a little satisfied.



Getting in the car to go home, just arrived at the door of the house, Milda Hao’s phone
rang.

“What! What time is this!” Hearing all the voices on the other end of the phone, Milda
Hao just turned pale, “Okay, I’ll go to the business bureau first thing in the morning!”

Hanging up the phone, Milda Hao looked gloomy and Robert Shen was concerned,
“What’s happening!”

Milda Hao huffed with an exasperated face and said angrily, “The Bureau of Industry
and Commerce just brought someone to seal my shop and told me to straighten it out!”

Robert Shen frowned at the news, but Maya Shen’s face changed dramatically.

You know, the restaurant industry signboard is everything, if Milda Hao’s shop was
seized by the Bureau of Industry and Commerce, this matter spread out will definitely
make the restaurant’s reputation have a major loss.

Moreover, after a few days of seizure, the old customers would choose a new place to
dine if they came to see the store not open.

“Mom! Don’t worry, there must be some misunderstanding!” Maya Shen quickly
consoled.

Milda Hao snorted, “What misunderstanding, it’s not the Szechuan food next door that’s
causing the trouble!”

The last time Milda Hao had said that the daughter of the next door Sichuan food owner
was married to a director of the Servcorp law firm, and this director had been using his
connections in the industrial and commercial bureau to find trouble for Milda Hao.



Haoden Ye listened to them talk and thought of Lawyer Jin, busy saying, “Mom, I might
be able to help with this!”

“You?” The family heard and turned their heads to look at Haoden Ye.

“Don’t you add to the mess!” Maya Shen frowned, unhappy, “What can you do to help?
Did you go and ask Principal Zhang for help?”

“You’re just an academic advisor at Fosun University, why should people help you!”
Robert Shen also raged.

“Don’t think that you’re powerful just because you know Principal Zhang, you mustn’t
give me any trouble!” Milda Hao was unhappy.
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Haoden Ye nodded gently, making up his mind to call Lawyer Jin later.

At the end of the night, when Maya Shen went to take a shower, Haoden Ye pulled out
his phone.

“Hello, Lawyer Jin?” The call was answered, and Haoden Ye immediately said.

“It’s Mr. Ye, what can I do for you?” Lawyer Jin’s side was a bit noisy, it seemed like a
banquet was going on, and after Lawyer Jin finished speaking to Haoden Ye, he
immediately spoke too loudly to the people at the table, “Everyone keep your voices
down, I have an important guest here!”

“Lawyer Kim is busy, or I’ll call you later!” Haoden Ye heard that he was busy and
quickly said.



“It’s nothing important, we have two poverty alleviation projects in the suburbs, and the
chairman asked me to come and take up with the district leaders!” Lawyer Jin smiled
slightly.

Obviously, the people at the wine table were all leading figures of a district-level unit, but
when he received Haoden Ye’s call, Lawyer Jin immediately and unceremoniously told
them to keep their voices down.

When Haoden Ye heard his words, he didn’t dare to waste anyone’s time, and quickly
said, “My mother-in-law’s restaurant is besides a point problem, and the people from the
Bureau of Industry and Commerce closed her shop!”

“Is there something wrong with the food in the store?” Lawyer Kim spoke seriously, “As
long as it doesn’t cause too serious an accident, it’s all easy to solve! But you better not
eat the dead, or you’ll have a big problem!”

Haoden Ye quickly said, “It’s either a food problem or a bit of a conflict with the
restaurant next door, they have a relationship with the Bureau of Industry and
Commerce!”

“So that’s it!” Lawyer Jin smiled and nodded, “Well, this little matter is just a word!”

Haoden Ye quickly said thank you and hung up the phone.

“Who are you talking to on the phone again!” Just put away the phone, Maya Shen’s
voice came from behind.

Haoden Ye was shocked, quickly turned around, but saw Maya Shen wearing a
bathrobe, wet hair, look sexy and charming.

No thought, his wife is a superb beauty, at this time is even more sexy and alluring.



Haoden Ye’s heart jumped, before Maya Shen after the bath, are dressed in pajamas
before coming out, and must Haoden Ye must first turn off the lights, today how so out?

“No…nothing, just a friend!” Haoden Ye quickly averted his gaze, afraid that Maya Shen
would be upset by this.

Maya Shen’s eyes flashed with an intense disappointment, and then looked at Haoden
Ye curiously, “Haoden Ye, what’s wrong with you lately?”

Haoden Ye was stunned and looked at his wife in confusion, Maya Shen thought, “I feel,
you’re a bit different, I hope you’ll be able to grasp your life in the future!” After saying
that, Maya Shen turned to the bed.

Haoden Ye quietly swallowed his saliva, the beautiful scenery in front of him made him
unable to look away.

“Turn off the lights!” When Haoden Ye was dazed, Maya Shen’s angry voice rang out,
and he quickly got up to turn off the lights and went to rest on his bunk.

“Lawyer Liu, I’ve already prepared the money, I must ask you for this matter!” The next
morning, when Haoden Ye got up to cook, he heard his mother-in-law, Milda Hao,
calling Lawyer Liu.

Haoden Ye put the prepared meal on the table, and the family also went on the table.

“People nowadays are really black-hearted, a stretch of 700,000, where am I going to
get so much money!” Milda Hao was in a very bad mood and took a sip of the soup
Haoden Ye made, her eyebrows immediately furrowed and slammed the bowl on the
table “Didn’t I tell you not to cook so salty?”

Haoden Ye knew that his mother-in-law was in a bad mood and didn’t dare to argue,
quickly saying, “Sorry mom, I’ll pay more attention next time!”



“Mom, does it have to cost that much? How about we get another lawyer?” When Maya
Shen heard that it would cost seven hundred thousand, she also felt that it was a bit
much.

“Do you think I don’t know?” Milda Hao was in a bad mood, and even her daughter
didn’t give a good face: “The problem is not with the lawyers, but with the Business
Bureau, and this matter must rely on their relationship with the Business Bureau!”

Haoden Ye listened to their mother and daughter talk and thought about Lawyer Jin and
whispered, “Mom, I know a lawyer who’s pretty good!”

Both mother and daughter looked over at the same time, with some disdain in their
eyes.

“You? What can you have to do with it, don’t mess with me!” Milda Hao was impatient.

“Haoden Ye, when did you catch the bug of bragging!” Maya Shen frowned and looked
very unhappy.

Haoden Ye saw them like this, so he didn’t continue.

“Mom, I’ll go to the business bureau with you later and see if we can spend less
money!” Maya Shen turned her head to Milda Hao.

Milda Hao nodded gently, but didn’t seem to have much hope.

After dinner, the mother and daughter drove to the Industry and Commerce Bureau.

At the entrance of the Bureau of Industry and Commerce, lawyer Liu was waiting with
his briefcase.



Today he wore a straight suit, a gentle and elegant appearance, with a pair of gold wire
glasses, giving people a sense of gracefulness.

Seeing Maya Shen, who was accompanying her mother, Lawyer Liu’s eyes flashed with
a touch of amazement.

“Mr. Hao, why have you brought your assistant with you today!” Lawyer Liu stepped
forward and gave a dashing smile.

“Lawyer Liu is mistaken!” Milda Hao smiled slightly, “This is my daughter, not my
assistant!”

Lawyer Liu’s eyes glowed, he already knew that Milda Hao had a beautiful daughter but
had never met her, and he also knew that Maya Shen’s husband was a loser.

“So it’s your daughter!” Lawyer Liu revealed a handsome smile and said to Maya Shen,
“Hello, my name is Liu Jinfa, I’m a gold medalist at Guangyuan Law Firm!”

“Lawyer Liu is welcome, I’m here today to talk to you about tariffs!” Maya Shen revealed
a professional smile, beautiful and touching.

Lawyer Liu smiled in his heart, half a million of the benefit fee can actually be more or
less, if it is Milda Hao himself to talk, he can reduce some, but Maya Shen raised this
issue, he has another idea.

He could take about 200,000 out of 500,000, which might be a big amount for others,
but it was just one less business for him, and if he could get a beautiful woman like
Maya Shen, 200,000 wouldn’t be worth it.

Of course, he wouldn’t say it to his face, but rather as a reason for the difficulty: “It’s a
bit difficult, to be honest, half a million is not for me, I’d better take you to talk to the
leaders of the Industry and Commerce Bureau first.”



Milda Hao listened to his words, thought there was hope for a reduction in fees, nodded
quickly, the three people together upstairs.

When they arrived at a door with the words “Office of the Deputy Director”, the three
people stopped.

The first time I saw it, I was stunned when I saw the three words “deputy director”
written on it, and I wondered, “Didn’t you say last time that you were looking for the
director of the Bureau of Industry and Commerce to talk about this? Why are we here to
see the assistant director?”

Of course Lawyer Liu won’t tell her that the one who wants to fix Milda Hao restaurant is
this deputy director, and the relationship he is looking for is the director.
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If you go to the director directly, I’m afraid the matter will be solved immediately, but if
you go to the deputy director, his attitude must be very bad, Milda Hao will know that it
is very difficult to solve the matter, and then he is looking for the director to solve the
matter, Milda Hao mother and daughter will not be doubly grateful to him.

“Oh, last time it was careless of me, I think the bigger the leader the better to do things,
yesterday carefully thought about it, your restaurant this kind of thing is not big, if you
look directly to the big leaders, may not be as a big deal to do, spend more money!”
Lawyer Liu was busy explaining.

Only then did it dawn on Milda Hao that Lawyer Liu knocked on the door and a cheerful
voice came from inside, “Come in!”

“Director Song!” As soon as he entered, Lawyer Liu greeted him warmly.

“Ah Liu!” Song director 40 up and down, looks quite a bit of elegant, saber eyebrows,
tiger eyes, a glance gives people a feeling of decency.



Listen to his tone and lawyer Liu obviously know each other, and speaks in a very
easygoing tone.

“Director Song, this is the owner of Hao’s restaurant, Mr. Hao!” Lawyer Liu pointed at
Milda Hao and smiled, “Today we’re here to talk about the restaurant being shut down!”

Upon hearing this, Director Song’s face instantly flashed gloom and his eyes narrowed.

“So it’s this matter!” Director Song revealed a difficult look: “This is very difficult to do ah,
someone reported, we have to investigate, this matter policy, I can not blatantly violate
the policy ah! As you know, the media is powerful these days!”

Milda Hao was full of hope, but her heart went cold when she heard this, and she
quickly said, “Director Song, my restaurant is indeed fine, so why don’t you go check it
out!”

“What kind of talk is that!” Director Song’s face showed anger as he said, “I only care
about sealing here, and the investigation will naturally be done by the relevant
departments!”

This angry shout startled Milda Hao, and she quickly showed a pleasing look, “Of
course I didn’t mean that, I meant to say that there’s no problem with our restaurant at
all!”

“So you’re saying that we’re unreliable in our business bureau and deliberately screwed
you!” Director Song smiled coldly and spoke harshly.

Milda Hao was dumbfounded, why did it feel like this Director Song spoke so rudely.

“Mr. Hao! Don’t talk yet, let me talk to Director Song!” Lawyer Liu smiled in his heart, but
his face pretended to be relieved, and turned to Director Song and smiled, “Director
Song, Hao is always a businessman and doesn’t know the rules, don’t mind!”



“We deal with businessmen,” seeing Milda Hao panicking a bit, Director Song’s face
also flashed with a contemptuous smile, “How come other businessmen aren’t as unruly
as her? I also know that her restaurant is very problematic, it’s only being closed down,
and if the inspection reveals any problems, the license will probably be revoked
completely!”

As soon as she heard this, Milda Hao’s face went white, and Maya Shen’s brows
furrowed as she detected the situation.

She had a sneaking feeling that this Director Song didn’t seem like a favor to her, but
rather like a counterpart.

In the past, she had seen people who didn’t give a good face to do things, but she was
just taking the opportunity to raise the price of doing things.

“Director Song, open people don’t speak in secret, the accident at our ma restaurant
was someone deliberately fixing him, we came here today just to ask you to be kind and
help, as long as you are willing to help, we will naturally thank you properly!” Maya Shen
smiled slightly and stepped forward.

When Director Song saw Maya Shen, his eyes lit up slightly, but his face was icy cold:
“Are you guys trying to bribe me? Believe it or not I’ll have your business license
revoked right now!”

Liu lawyer was to let Song director to scare Milda Hao, don’t want to make a big deal,
quickly compensate for the smile: “Song director don’t get angry, your character who
doesn’t know? How dare we bribe you, just look into this matter with your friends from
the Bureau of Industry and Commerce, we’ll come back another day!” After saying that,
she pulled Milda Hao out.

Milda Hao heart very anxious at this time, but look at director Song this way, also have
to follow out.



Just out of the office, Milda Hao anxiously said: “Lawyer Liu, what is going on, how
Director Song so big fire!”

Liu lawyer eyes sneak a glance at the same anxious Maya Shen, heart a smile, face
special do for the difficult way: “this can be difficult to do, reckon your opponent also
pulled out of the money, I’m afraid not hundreds of thousands of yuan can solve the
problem, even worse, you may also because of this matter in court!”

Milda Hao’s face went white as soon as she heard it, and Maya Shen frowned as well.

The legal matters were very clear to Maya Shen, but if the people from the Bureau of
Industry and Commerce really wanted to make trouble, they could always still make up
evidence.

“Lawyer Liu, you help think of a way, we’re counting on you for this matter!” Maya Shen
was busy with Lawyer Liu.

Seeing the two women looking panicked, Lawyer Liu laughed coldly in his heart and
was about to hint at Maya Shen’s own affection for her, when suddenly a deep voice
came: “Little Liu! Why are you here!”

Upon hearing this, Lawyer Liu hurriedly raised his head and saw that the visitor could
not help but change his face: “Jin… Lawyer Jin!”

Milda Hao and Maya also raised their heads, the person to see, but see the person in
his early thirties, handsome and unusual looks, and the body exudes a kind of
convincing air of power, age than Liu lawyer to be small, but call him a small Liu.

Looking at Lawyer Liu’s expression, it was clear that the other party was a big man, and
Milda Hao and Maya Shen hurriedly stepped back to make way for the other party.

“I’m asking you something!” Lawyer Jin walked up to Lawyer Liu and didn’t even look at
him squarely in the eye, faintly.



“I’m working on a case of Hao’s restaurant, and I came to see what’s going on at the
Bureau of Industry and Commerce!” Lawyer Liu hurriedly replied.

Lawyer Jin nodded gently and turned his head to look at Milda Hao and Maya Shen,
“Are the two of you also related to the case?”

Milda Hao nodded quickly, “I’m the owner of Hao’s restaurant, Milda Hao!”

Originally it was self-introduction, could not have imagined that the words, Jin lawyer
face immediately revealed an enthusiastic smile: “I see, you do not have to worry about
this matter, someone has entrusted me to do!”

Milda Hao was stunned, and before she could react, Lawyer Jin had already knocked
on the office door and said under his breath, “Is Director Song here? I’m Jin Fei Ming!”

As soon as the words died down, the door quickly opened as a rush of footsteps could
be heard inside.

Director Song, who was cold to Milda Hao and the others just now, piled up a smile on
his face and said respectfully, “Lawyer Jin, how come you’re here!”

Faced with his compensatory smile, but the lawyer Jin is a loving, indifferent look, the
tone of light: “Hao’s restaurant was closed by you, right? What exactly is going on
please Song director in detail, but as soon as possible, I still have to eat with the
municipal party committee leaders later.”

The words, director Song boarded up, look at lawyer Liu, and look at Milda Hao and
Maya Shen, the heart said: “You can hire lawyer Jin, why just now also came to plead
with me, this is not to embarrass me!”


